More Freight on the Largest Spot Marketplace
Use the industry’s largest and most trusted marketplace for 68 million loads and
trucks a year. TransCore® DAT® Load Boards have the smartest set of business tools
that help you make the most informed decisions.
DAT Load Boards: the original truck stop load boards
Of the 68 million loads and trucks annually, 45 million are found on DAT first, or
nowhere else. Brokers pay faster and carriers are monitored daily for insurance,
authority and safety ratings. We are the largest and the most trusted load board
with more loads and trucks than anywhere else.
High speed searching and posting, with smart tools
DAT Load Boards are professional grade, high performance products that individuals,
teams, agents or groups can use. These tools help you search more efficiently:
 Hot Market Maps. Interactive maps show lane rate information, load-to-truck
ratios and more, by equipment type
 Brokers get access to CSA data with integrated carrier monitoring
 Rate Index. Get visibility into rates that shippers and brokers pay carriers.
Choose from contract and spot market lane rates or get both
Smart tools help you run your business more profitably:
 Active, Smart and Corridor Search let you get instant updates, expand
your search parameters, look for full or partial loads in a lane or focus on
specific lanes
 Alarm Match gets you instant results
 LaneMakers finds the companies that work specific lanes so you make
smart partnering decisions
 DAT Directory gives you information on more than 500,000 transportation
companies and their credentials
 DAT Assurance Program provides assistance in getting payments collected
 Factoring gets you the cash from your invoices quickly
 Free mobile access from virtually any smart phone

SMART tools help you run your
business smarter.

TransCore® DAT® CarrierWatch™ for FMSCA Safety, DOT Authority and
Insurance Certificates
When you purchase DAT Load Boards, CarrierWatch will automatically update
carriers’ authority, CSA safety data, and DOT-reported insurance changes. CarrierWatch
is the only monitoring service endorsed by the Transportation Intermediaries
Association (TIA).
When you access CarrierWatch from DAT Load Boards you:
 Learn more about carriers; reduce your risk
 Cut time spent on paperwork
 Find and build relationships with top-quality carriers
TransCore® DAT® RateView™ - your own rate analyst
Increase your revenue with market-based pricing. When you use RateView
from DAT Load Boards you:
 Get visibility into lane rates for virtually every lane in the U.S.
 Search for spot or contract market lane rates, or both
 Get 13 month historic rate data for thousands of lanes
DAT is more than just a load board:
 Rating Tools
 Carrier Monitoring
 Rapid Carrier on-boarding
 TMS integration
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CarrierWatch – Minimize risk, move
more freight. Now with CSA scores.

